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1 Introduction

The question is wether it is possible to exploit a computer environment to
facilitate user’s tasks, whatever they are. The goal is not to develop a new kind
of ”intelligent” systems using a ”world representation” to reason about it as
the user himself according to some adapted cognitive model. The question is
rather to design computer environment able to work ”in understanding” with
the user. This system’s ”empathy” for the user cannot be reduced at building
a user profile, typifying his/her according to pre-established factors. Actually,
the user works in context of an environment which cannot be reduced to the
computer environment and it is vain to ask him/her to describe precisely the
significant context of each use. Hence, the main idea is to try to progressively
learn useful contexts from user interactions which are mediated by the computer
environment.

This paper does not address the use of traces as data to mine and analyse in
order to build general rules on the ”world domain”, which is an other research
field.

The question is to exploit traces as they are ”recognizable” by users to make
easier user’s tasks when mediated by a computer environment.

The first part of the paper focuses on this approach, trying to define pre-
cisely what we propose to call ”Traces Based Reasoning”; second part describes
shortly the MUSETTE (Modeling USEs and Tasks to Trace Experience) ap-
proach common base of several TBR oriented systems. MUSETTE theorizes
the notion of ”use trace” and its exploitation by an Explained Task Signature
(ETS) mechanism; third part presents shortly a TBR oriented application which
is an ITS system reusing learner traces to help the learning process 1. Discus-
sion is an opportunity to place our work in the context of other approaches

∗LIRIS UMR CNRS 5205 Universités Lyon1, Lyon2, Insa-Lyon, EC-Lyon : This synthesis
leans on research works carried out by the team ”Cognition, Experience and Situated Agents”
and specifically on works carried out with Pierre-Antoine Champin, Jean-Mathias Héraud et
Yannick Prié. This research report is the English translation of a contribution to a French
book

1PIXED: Projet d’Intégration de l’Expérience dans l’Enseignement à Distance
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exploiting use traces. This last part of the paper pinpoints synergies between
TBR and story telling engineering.

2 Traces Based Reasoning?

Generally speaking, the meaning of the term ”experience” implies that any
knowledge would find its source starting from some experience. Reasoning is
the result of consistent recall of previous knowledge able to produce some out-
put in the context of some particular goal. Expertise and practice are two
different registers of experience depending on wether experience is compiled in
explicit symbols or implicitly embodied; experience being behind any knowledge,
any reasoning would be ”experience based”. Expertise is declarative knowledge
while practice is not. As practice is not declarative, traces in the environment2

are the only indirect ”records” of non explicited knowledge emerging during con-
crete action. These records can be very efficient for making easier knowledge
emergence if they are available somewhere in the environment during a similar
experience.

This idea of ”knowledge record” has bin introduced and argumented by
Bruno Bachimont [2] who proposed the concept of Knowledge Records Engi-
neering, what could refer to Bernard Stiegler ideas [28] about notion of ”pri-
mary, secondary and ternary retentions”, ternary retentions making possible
”externalization of individual experience through traces and as transmission”
[free translation of alinéas 10-13, page 23].

In the restricted field of computer environments, ”knowledge records” can
be the result of an explicit process of knowledge engineering [8]. Such a pro-
cess searches to represent knowledge under formula which can be exploited by
a computer environment. So, representing semantics by formula would allow
interpretations corresponding more or less to the so recorded knowledge. There
exists a large spectrum of such ways to record knowledge in a computer envi-
ronment: from very simple inference systems to sophisticated solving problem
environments.

2.1 Knowledge Based Systems

Knowledge Based Systems [31] are very ambitious. The main idea is that it
is possible, inside a particular domain, to solve problems automatically on the
basis of knowledge recorded as formula exploited by inference engines able to
demonstrate their results. Artificial Intelligence Techniques exploited this ap-
proach with some success but also with some disappointments due to the fact
that real situations are dynamic and that it is difficult to encode any possible
context. Many works addressed this problem of dynamic situations by im-
proving languages of knowledge representation and corresponding algorithms in
order to be able to describe the dynamics in a proper way. These works are yet
active and provides a variety of logics allowing to build expressions taking into
account time, space, point of view, context, belief, etc. When the question is
to represent common sense knowledge, works on epistemic logics try to propose
efficient solutions. More expressive is the representation, more important is the

2Environment in general including the user himself, not only a computer environment.
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knowledge engineering effort to elicit knowledge in the appropriate way. Actu-
ally, knowledge engineering research finds its origine in this huge difficulty to
elicit useful knowledge in order to represent it in a computer environment.

2.2 Case Based Reasonning

Case Based Reasoning (CBR), has also ambition to be able to solve problems
by reusing solved ones. Building a library of solved problems (cases) would
be easiest from a knowledge engineering point of view than building equiva-
lent knowledge bases. CBR finds its roots in research works in psychology [25]
but computer applications simplified the approach. CBR is less ambitious than
KBS because reasoning is analogical with abductive inference: a problem solv-
ing episode, called a case, is represented by a problem (problem descriptors)
and by its solution (solution descriptors). A new target problem is solved by
adapting the solution of a past similar problem. This is an hypothesis which
has to be checked to the reality and there is no way to demonstrate that this
is really a solution, and that it is the best one. Checking the proposed solu-
tion allows to revise and repair the case before adding it to the cases library.
Despite its inherent limitations, CBR meets big successes: the more important
reason is that a CBR system is apparently a ”learning system” able to add new
cases and, theoretically, to improve its domain representation. CBR works we
carried out show us that users try to use cases for other problems than the
ones they were described for: they try to rearrange case descriptors under other
problem-solution pairs. Of course, the original CBR system cannot help them
for these new kinds of problems. Nevertheless, Cases are viewed as very helpful
documents even when they cannot use the abductive inference: they use simple
requests on the case library to mine it.

2.3 Knowledge management / Knowledge Engineering

Knowledge management [22] has not the ambition to solve problems automati-
cally; the question is to use a computer environment for documenting at best the
knowledge of an institution, a group, or individuals. The target is any document
recording knowledge in some way and the challenge is to develop organization
and its corresponding computer environment to collect, to organize knowledge
records with the hope to allow its future availability in a proper way for the
institution, the group or individuals.

The main goals of Knowledge Management are reusing and sharing these
knowledge records in such a way that they could make sense in the situation they
will be re-exploited. The computer environment is not an automatic interpreter
of the knowledge records but a confortable way to index them.

The general idea is then to gather a documentary recording of human knowl-
edge with some formal description of the contents allowing to make some in-
ferences to link together different knowledge pieces. Most of the time, the
inference mechanism is classification based on some ontology. Description log-
ics, for example, are well suited for this kind of description. Usually, computer
environments use logically organized terms in order to improve the requests on
documents by ontological inferences.

Knowledge engineering found a new and important development with the
knowledge management challenge. Actually, it is easy to understand that de-
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scribing logically the contents of knowledge records, could be seen as repre-
senting the knowledge itself in some way. Researches in this direction are in
the same field than knowledge based systems, and many researches try to add
more expressivity at description logics for example. This effort is specifically
important in the Semantic Web community [3] trying to offer powerful infer-
ence mechanisms in what is called the ”middleware” of computer environments.
Qualities and drawbacks of knowledge representation are still there, and it is
really difficult to build robust symbolic descriptions of the world with a shared
semantic.

2.4 Story telling and Traces Based Reasoning

Story telling approach for knowledge management has a low inferential ambition
too. The question is to develop computer environments to collect, manage and
restitute stories as powerful knowledge containers for who are telling them, who
are listening them and who are reusing them. This kind of knowledge record
is particularly adapted for knowledge sharing and, hence, is very useful in sit-
uations of human learning. Once more, exploiting stories through computer
environments, needs some efficient description of their contents. That descrip-
tion can be done by cutting down stories in short story components. These
short story components are easier to describe in some robust way.

Regarding other knowledge recording supports, narration has intrinsic prop-
erties pointed out by Schank for example. One of these remarkable properties
is that narration traces a sequence of events considered as relevant to express
the underlying process. Actually, temporality is consubstantial to narrativity.
Moreover, one does not tell a story by accident; the story is there to illustrate
at less a situation with some salient event which will do the ”wit” of the story.

2.5 Traces Based Reasoning

We share the idea that human experience, temporally situated by definition,
is well represented by a temporal record or trace describing an implicit under-
lying process. CBR claims also that property by addressing problem solving
episodes, even if, de facto, CBR systems exploiting the temporal dimension of
cases are not so numerous; case descriptors are not compulsorily time stamped.
Moreover, a problem solving episode is considered independently of the different
”stories” (contexts) where these episode occurred. A case is described with a
fixed granularity, in a specific temporality and contains intangible description
terms.

For our part, we proposed to exploit use traces of a computer environment as
possible indirect records of knowledge which emerged while the user did his/her
tasks with the help of the computer environment. We propose a theory defining
what we call ”trace”, how it can be represented and which kind of computations
can be done in order to retrieve useful past sequences for new uses.

When traces are exploited on the basis of pattern similarities allowing some
adaptation to new situations, we propose to call this kind of computation
”Traces Based Reasoning” (TBR). TBR is a kind of generalization of CBR
principles.

By analogy with CBR, the TBR cycle would be illustrated as figured in table
1.
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CBR Cycle TBR cycle

Table 1: The CBR cycle handles cases, which are stored in a case base, under
a predefined form; the TBR cycle elaborates dynamically episodes which could
be potentially useful in available traces according to some ”task signature”; the
target episode is built with the help of other proposed episodes under the user
control. The target episode belongs to the current trace, it will be stored in it
without particular indexing. Stored traces are containers of potential episodes
which will be revealed in new situations.

As for CBR, we consider that most of the reasoning cycle steps can be
realized by the computer environment or/and by the user himself. In the next
parts, we present what we propose to call ”trace theory” with the MUSETTE
model as starting point. Then, we illustrate TBR by an Intelligent Tutoring
System where traces are used to help the learning process.

3 Une théorie de la trace : l’approche Musette

It is a triteness to say that computer environments are largely used for more and
more numerous and variate tasks with the help of organization tools, storing
tools, communication tools, information research and sharing tools, ...

Computer environments allows some user personalization of their interfaces
in order to fit his/her practices, his/her uses and, generally speaking his/her
needs. To go further with this strong trend, it is necessary to catch information
in order to be able to describe somehow the tasks realized with the computer
environment; tracing uses corresponding to these tasks is the challenge; the
traces must be represented in such a way that they could be re-exploited later
in order to answer unanticipated questions.

3.1 General presentation

Figure 1 presents the MUSETTE general framework. A user interacts with
the computer environments which modifies it i n some way. An observer agent
records interaction traces according to some observation modalities depending
on environment instrumentation possibilities. The observer produces what we
call a ”primitive trace” according to a so called ”use model” describing what is
”object of interest” for the user. This primitive task can then be analyzed in
order to provide ”use episodes” according to some ”Explained Task Signature
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Figure 1: General architecture of a computer environment exploiting use traces
for user assistance

(ETS)”. Potentially,these episodes constitute explained experience knowledge
containers which can be exploited as such. For example, a facilitator agent
could present them to the user, in similar situations, as inspiration for his/her
current tasks (reflexive use of traces). Hence, and this is of particular interest
when launching new computer tools environments, one can observe and analyse
user practices by the way of relevant traces and ETS: ethical questions raise
there and have to be solved in order to guarantee personal data privacy. In each
case, the question is to express at best interactions contents with the computer
environment and the ”use model” presented above has to be elicited with this
goal.

3.2 Use Model and Traces

In order to build a primitive trace fitting to the user point of view, it is necessary
to capture interactions, which can be done by the way of instrumentation tools
of the computer interface.

These tools are developed rather to ”spy” users than to provide users raw
information where to find ”objects of interest” as they are manipulated during
interactions. Confidentiality questions and privacy area protection are discussed
at the end of the paper. The observer agent must be able to detect objets
of interest for the user starting from direct or indirect interaction events on
them. The primitive traces is constituted of so flagged objects of interest which
are recorded from the tracing flow. Primitive trace is the first level of trace
”readable” by a user3.

MUSETTE proposes a high level ontotogy to define what are objects of
interest, as illustrated by figure 2.

3Readability is relative: as any detail is present, it could be boring ”to read” such a
primitive trace except for an external analyst willing to miss nothing...
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Figure 2: Ontology of basic types in MUSETTE approach

From the user point of view, an ”observable” is an object of interest either
”event” or ”entity” depending on his feeling that this object occurs during the
interaction or was there at the beginning of the interaction but playing a role
during it. Of course, an observation of one interaction is itself an ”observable”
since it is the basic sequencing entity in a trace. One interaction is characterized
by one state and one transition which have to be observed as such. There exists
two type of observation: ”state” and ”transition”. Finally, the general notion
of ”relation” between observables has been introduced in order to make easier
relationships expression during interaction (as opposed to permanent relation-
ships which would exist between object of interest and can be described in some
ontology for example).

The use model is a specialization of the MUSETTE high level ontology: it is
used to describe different types of entity, event, relations which are meaningful
for the user and which are observable by the observer agent through some inter-
face instrumentation. An intrinsic constraints have to be satisfied: traces must
be constituted by strict sequences of states and transitions; states are exclu-
sively constituted of entities; transitions are exclusively constituted of events.
Over extrinsic constraints can be added to the use model provided that the lan-
guage expressing the model allows to express them in a proper way. Extrinsic
constraints expression form is not defined in MUSETTE.

Figure 3 illustrates an excerpt of such a use trace (internet navigator obser-
vation).

3.3 Explained Task Signatures and Episodes

An episode is a sequence in a trace flagged for its capacity to express interac-
tions in the framework of a particular user task and which could be useful for
experience reusing or sharing for example. ”Explained Task Signature” (ETS,
see figure4) is proposed mechanism to express the way of triggering and flag-
ging such episodes in a trace. ETS is a pattern constituted of observables in
such a way that users expected to find them again in its task context by ap-
proximately matching it in the current task tracing flow. This task signature
is ”explained” by annotations which will be used as explanations of observed
matches during restitution to the user. This is specifically important when the
question is to share experience with others. These annotations could be consti-
tuted of simple terms, ontologically situated terms or of stories components if,
as we think it interesting, the Musette approach is used in the framework of a
story telling system: this point will be discussed at the end of the paper. The
annotation formalism does not take place in Musette definition and depends on
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Figure 3: One excerpt of a navigator use trace: state-5 captures the fact that
page page-1, having 2 links link-1 and link-2, is displayed with the language
context fr (French); a click on the link llink-1 has been considered as an
event in the transition transition-5 which leads to state state-6 displaying
page page-2 in the context fr; persistency relation has been added by the
observer agent (meaning that language context does not change); bookmarking
bm1 and language context change are considered as events triggering transition
transition-6 which leads to state state-7 displaying page page-3 (resulting
of the language processing)in language context en (English), and so on...

the implementation of the ETS management system.
The approximately matching process between an ETS and potential corre-

sponding sequences in the trace obeys to a graph matching problem between
the ETS graph and trace corresponding subgraphs. According to expressivity
of the chosen language for observables representation, the matching complexity
can vary in great proportions: from simple surface matching to fine matching
taking into account observable structures of properties. It is worth remember-
ing that trace is a very special graph and that the matching process can take
advantage of that: complexity reveals as manageable in an interactive exploita-
tion (4 [7],[6]. The matching is approximate because it is a similarity measure
which is used to classify potential corresponding episodes to a given ETS. When
exploited for reuse, this similarity measure should be exploited to guide some
adaptation of the past episode to the current one.

3.4 MUSETTE discussion

MUSETTE approach is currently exploited for several various appications. As
task facilitators, we can cite: helping new designs from past ones [5], providing
an experience based companion for CAD [24], facilitating project cooperation
between professionals [29], experience based guiding for ITS learners (see section
4), facilitating audiovisual contents indexation and in context retrieval [11],

4Possible episodes are given back to the user in real time.
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Figure 4: Two ETS examples: The pattern with sequence constraints is ex-
pressed through observables as available in the use model; annotations are linked
to the ETS; in the bookmarking (of an interesting page) task example, a graph-
ical annotation shows that the goal is to reach an internal page of a web site:
it completes a textual annotation describing succinctly the signed underlying
task.

facilitating experience sharing between learners during a cooperative learning
process [23]; several works are ongoing in order to use the MUSETTE framework
as an efficient way to describe and to manage user tasks analysis in order to
design adapted computer environments and we can cite: understanding car
drivers’ behavior understanding [14], ITS learner behavior understanding [18].
The common base of all these applications of MUSETTE approach is that users
are considered as co-designers of the computer environments potential meanings.
The user point of view guides the way to exploit users’ experience of computer
environment according to their way of working for such or such task.

4 Un projet d’intégration de l’expérience pour
l’enseignement à distance : PIXED

We illustrate shortly how Trace Based Reasoning has been concretly” used in
[17] during a PhD work in our research team; a prototype named PIXED (Pro-
jet d’Intégration de l’EXpérience dans l’Enseignement à Distance5) has been
developed.

Distance Learning gets a new dimension and a big dynamic with networking
and internet facilities. The problematic core moved from ”teaching” to ”learn-
ing”, which is well represented by the term ”e-learning”. We will keep here the
term ”distance learning” to speak about this particular learning modality.

5Project Integrating EXperience in Distance Learning.
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4.1 General presentation

In the general framework of distance learning, we adopt a constructivist attitude
according to which the learner builds his knowledge by interacting with learning
environments, trying to exploit at best available educational activities. Learning
is viewed as exploiting (beyond other skills) the ability to solve the problem:
”What is the best way to follow in order to master this notion I have to learn?”.

PIXED proposed the learner a convenient path inside the course hyperspace.
The proposed model to reach this goal partly fits PAPI specifications [1] and
integrates what we call [20] an annotated notional network (ANN). Network
nodes are notions defined as learning goals and links are constituted by prece-
dence relations with a defined threshold and by sufficiency relations having a
threshold too and a a contribution value expressing the level of contribution
of the source notion to the target notion. These relationships express didactic
issues.

PIXED allows teachers as learners to annotate parts of or whole education
activities when they are simple hypermedia documents (html documents).

Annotations are convenient supports of communication between teachers,
between teachers and learners and between learners; they constitute the base
for dynamic adaptation of contents presentation (details in [19]).

4.2 Pixed Use Model

Objects of interest are constituted by objects with which the learner interacts
while learning. educational activities (digital documents and Quiz) are as-
sociated to nodes of the Annotated Notional Network (ANN). The course
is initially built on the base of an ANN designed by teachers on a didactic base.
Each learner navigates in the course thanks to the ANN and his/her progress is
represented through a subgraph of this ANN which he/she can enrich by anno-
tating it with notions he/her create and/or with educational activities he/she
exploits from his/her own. Building an ANN is not trivial. Educational ac-
tivities are integrated as digital documents with their description. Educational
activities are annotated by notions they explain, or illustrate, or make reference
for, and so forth..., specifying which notions are useful, mandatory, sufficient,
and so on ... to exploit them. So, a set of notions is defined. Notions being
connected together trough precedence relations and sufficiency relations
to describe a course, they are used to automatically build an initial ANN. An
important point: it is possible to build several ANN (several different courses)
from the same set of notions representing the domain to teach. Building the
use model is the responsibility of knowledge engineering techniques while se-
mantics of the relations (precedence, sufficiency) is clearly oriented by didactic
objectives.

Navigating in a course thanks to an ANN can be difficult for a learner who,
by definition, does not master proposed notions to learn. He has to find a
path beyond different possible navigations to reach the ”target notion” (Start-
ing the course, the notion supported by the course itself is the notion to reach).
Pixed integrates an original process to build a relevant path under the form
of a tree representing the estimated effort to reach the current target notion
(tree branches lengths and orientations figures analogically the learning effort).
Actually, semantics of precedence and sufficiency relations allow to build a rec-
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Figure 5: Translation of an ANN representing the current mastering of an ANN
in a proposal of a notional path given as a learning guide.

ommendation tree to follow a path according to an adapted didactic progress.
In the example of figure 5, non acquired notions and in dependency relation with
target (f) are in the grey shape, whereas acquired notions are external. The no-
tional path can be read in the following manner: ”If you want to reach notion
(f), then you have to learn (k) then (j). If you meet difficulties while learning
(k), you can make it easier by learning first (m) or (i) or (n) or(q). If you chose
(n) to prepare (k), begin learning by (s)”.

4.3 What do we call ”experience” in PIXED?

Experience is considered, from the system point of view, as recorded in a trace
of the learning interactions observed during the computer environment use. As
a first approximation, we can say that any annotation an any choice to continue
the course (educational activities choice), will be traced (including interactions
resulting from Quizs). What is made inside a particular educational activity is
not traced in this version of Pixed. As numerous other ITS, it is possible to
exploit traces to sum up learning progress by displaying a synthetic view of the
learning process.

[10] reported a survey of such systems, providing above all statistics on
traced predefined events and does not provide a lot about the single learning
process. Our goal is to send back to the learner some possibility to exploit
learning traces as a knowledge container to guide him/her in his/her learning
progress. The question is ”Knowing what I did, what I learnt, what I wish to
learn, what is the relevant path and what are the relevant education activities
on this path?”. Solution is notional path adaptation with alternate educational
activities which, according to similar experience, could be useful in the current
situation. Learning episodes can be of various lengths as well in their ”problem”
part (the current learning state plus the target notion) as in their ”solution”
part (a specific notional path).
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Table 2: Displayed Pixed trace (left) and displayed Experience Path (right);
learner can navigate through these diagrams

4.4 Exploiting traces to assist a specific learning task: self
orienting to progress in his/her learning process after
failure of the current notion learning process

When the learner navigates in the course through the corresponding ANN, Pixed
traces learning interactions. A current learning episode is constituted by the
learning trace starting from the first login with the course goal as target notion
(final notion to master). On the base of dissimilarity measures and of different
success ”potentials”, Pixed selects similar episodes to the current one for which
some help is asked. With the help of these past episodes, Pixed proposes to
adapt the current one in order to maximise its success potential. Actually, this
episode provides the learner an ”experience path” (kind of method to continue
the current episode) which he could personalize and exploit. Hence, the learner
can navigate in this ”experience path”, can choose intermediate notions, can
consult annotations written by others or can exploit educational activities, any-
thing which has been of some help for learners in similar learning situation. As
the tracing process continues, the current episode is automatically included in
the trace base.

Adaptation is based on the set of episodes which maximize the learning
potential for the target notion of the current episode providing some alternates
to it. An ordered list of episodes with high learning potential is built and the
first one is proposed to the learner as a starting point.

4.5 PIXED discussion

Pixed is a prototype developed while MUSETTE was theorized in the research
team. Hence, it does not profit of all possibilities of the MUSETTE approach.
Limitations concern abilities to edit the use model and to create new Explained
Task Signatures. MUSETTE is a general framework while Pixed is a specific
application.

Tests in classes make evidence of the fact that availability of traces allow
learners as tutors or teachers to ”tell” what happens during the learning process
with the help of traces. Hence, sharing his/her experience with an other learner
is largely facilitated with the concrete support of a ”narration” based on the
”experience path” as it is proposed in PIXED.

Nevertheless, if it was necessary to support other things, it would be neces-
sary to create new ETS according to the corresponding type of Pixed episodes.
These episodes would become new reflexive supports for sharing such or such
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Figure 6: Pixed Cycle: during navigation, the learner asks for assistance to
be guided: the learning situation is represented by an ETS according to the
general task ”how can I continue the learning process”; corresponding current
episode is elaborated according to this ETS and available traces are exploited to
find similar episodes as good candidate for help; a way to continue the learning
process is proposed on the base of the best candidate episode, adapted and
customized by the learner; PIXED keeps trace of this new episode as for others.

learning practice. Many other exploitations of the MUSETTE approach could
be of interest for an application as PIXED.

5 Discussion RAPET / Story Telling

5.1 About the use of Trace Based Reasoning

A long time before modern computers and Internet, [4] described a system
named MEMEX (figure 7) for capturing anything a scientist was searching for,
what he annotated, what he used, and so forth, and so creating a trace that other
scientists (and himself!) could use later. [15] displayed effects of multiple uses
on digital objects by the way of wear marks on these objects as book pages are
creased by multiple uses. More recently, [33] developed a tool allowing users to
display paths used by other users inside a web site. The idea of exploiting com-
puter environment interactions traces is not really new but preliminary works
focused on what could be directly displayed to the user as possible path to follow
for his/her proper needs; needs were not possible to describe and there was no
mechanism for retrieving interesting traces according to some specific context.
Hence, several works concentrated on the user task in order to ”put in context”
interesting paths to follow [12] whereas others like [9], [21] captured and reused
navigation episodes by searching for predefined patterns; in an other direction,
[30] used past procedure cases for assisting a specific application. These works
are mostly in the domain of CBR and need precise descriptions of cases by forms
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Figure 7: The system MEMEX as pictured by Vanevar Bush for exploiting
automatically microfilms

or by conversational inputs while case structure has to be well specified and a
regular case base has to be available.

Trace Based Reasoning allows to relax constraints of predefined requests at
which system could answer by using collected experience of a computer envi-
ronment for particular tasks. Nevertheless, the need of some task description is
not canceled but has not to be complete at the beginning of the use process of
a computer environment. An initial period of ”learning” is needed by the com-
puter environment with the help of ”pilot users” in order to build use model and
initial ETS while using the system itself in the context of various tasks: during
this ”learning” period, users work as designers of the TBR system. The mod-
eling effort is moderate because the computer environment exists and has not
to be designed itself and that the question is just to identify classes of behavior
by the way of the Use Model starting from real observed uses. Hence, building
Explained Task Signatures does not imply the same effort than for modeling
tasks to build a knowledge based system [26] or even to document tasks in a
knowledge management framework [16]. Building ETS by ”playing an example”
allows users to do it relatively easily. Moreover, these ETS could be used as a
preliminary step to elicit and document how tasks are done for example, and it
could be of big help for knowledge engineering for example.

The relative ”weakness” of expression of a task in an ETS becomes a strength
when the goal is to ”facilitate” a task by providing users efficient means to re-
exploit situated experiences as meaningful knowledge containers. Actually, it
is a concrete way to manage the variability of similar situations and to take
into account implicitly of the context of each situation, the user being the final
”designer” of facilitators he needs specifically.

Trace Based Reasoning has to be understood as ”distributed” between com-
puter agents and users with variables levels of delegation according to agent’s
abilities to exploit such experience traces. Various ”facilitators” can then be
invented as it was illustrated through the PIXED example in this paper.
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5.2 Trace Based Reasoning / Story Based Reasoning syn-
ergies

It is in the general framework of voluntary sharing of experience that we con-
sider strong synergies between TBR and Story Based Reasoning. We can remind
the ”Story Based Reasoning” cycle as defined by Eddie Soulier in [27]: 1) Pro-
ducing a narration of the task pinpointing the ”events driven” situations, then
condensing the narration in a set of events as they are sequentially perceived
and storing them in memory as indexes; 2) Formatting this experience as a
narration in order to remind and to share it; 3) The storyteller tells his/her
experience whereas his/her interlocutor tries to extract story indexes in order
to compare with his/her proper indexes and then to his/her proper stories for
taking some possible lessons from this shared experience.

We can take the different steps of this reasoning schema and project them
in the context of interactions with a computer environment: 1) Collecting
events coming from computer environment interactions during user’s activity
and recording them as a sequence of states and transitions; 2) Re-exploiting
this collected experience by the way of Explained Task Signatures as indexes
to mine stored traces according to situational events of the current activity; 3)
The ”story teller” (a user willing to share his/her experience) provides episodes
to the ”interlocutor” (a user who would like to exploit experience of the sto-
ryteller) who exploit corresponding Explained Task Signatures as indexes to
retrieve his/her proper experiences to compare and adapt them if it is useful.
This is a TBR simplified cycle as it is presented in previous sections considered
here in the specific context of supporting experience sharing.

The event sequence capture is systematic in the framework of TBR while
Story Based Reasoning process organizes stories collect around well identified
”events driven” situations. We could think about a ”sorting” of experience
sequences according to some ”events oriented” situations and this difference
will disappear.

Hence, we can formulate Pixed illustration from an experience sharing point
of view as stated in the above cycle: 1) The learner exploits the computer envi-
ronment for learning; he/she does not succeed to master a notion with the help
of educational activities as they are proposed by the tutor; finally, he/she finds
alternate useful education activities (on Internet for example) allowing him/her
to succeed the Quiz of the current notion. 2) This learner (requested by an
other learner) describe the situation by an explained task signature exhibit-
ing the interactions pattern showing how he/she did to succeed after a failure
sequence. This signature is explained by a short story part (his/her textual
explanation of the way he/she managed the situation), is used to remind the
learning trace where an episode is considered as very similar. 3) This learning
trace ”enhanced” by the Explained Task Signature is provided to the ”interlocu-
tor” who can first remind his/her proper learning traces on the same Explained
Task Signature and, second, adatp to his/her context the ”winning sequence”
of the provided learning trace in order to master the notion they were both
searching to learn.

An other useful exploitation of the MUSETTE approach could be to support
building, analysis and re-building of events oriented narrations when largely
mediated by a computer environment. This kind of exploitation seems to be a
very promising perspective. Building new Explained Task Signatures would be
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the opportunity to ”mark” the narration by specific instants (patterns) which
can be retrieved in the trace flow. The ETS annotation can come from the
cutting down of the story in shorter mini-stories and, reciprocally short mini-
stories can be illustrated by corresponding interactive behavior episodes. ITS
environments are probably a very promising application field, especially when
the question is to learn know-how or know-how to behave (knowing how to
behave expresses itself through more an more communication tools supported
by computer environments).

Finally, using the mini-stories/explanations as basic elements for display-
ing use traces could be an interesting perspective since users has a usually a
very efficient abilities to ”interpret” things with the help of mini-stories. If the
computer environment allows users to select a set of Explained Task Signatures
which make sense for some activity he wants to track, we could perhaps even
get something similar to a narration?

6 Conclusion

If implicit individual experience is unreachable since embodied and, conse-
quently, if the question is how can we try to express our knowledge by the
way of records reachable for us and others, then we could consider that a user
who is tracing his/her interactions aiming to share his/her experience, pro-
ceeds also from knowledge recording. This is the TBR approach as presented
in the first part of the paper. The second part presents a theorical approach
of ”traces” in a computer environment with the MUSETTE model. Then, the
MUSETTE model is illustrated through PIXED which is an ITS environment
including a TBR mechanism helping learner to orientate himself/herself dur-
ing a learning progress. Finally, we discuss interesting synergies between Trace
Based Reasoning and what we call Story Based Reasoning to support experience
sharing. Discussion draws promising perspectives of other TBR / Story Telling
synergies through a virtuous spiral in which Explained Task Signatures (with
corresponding episodes) explain mini-stories and in which mini-stories explain
episodes (with corresponding Explained Task Signature).

Tracing experience pose immediately the problem of intrusion in private
areas of anybody using a computer environment. Research community have
sharp consciousness of this point as reported in [13] and privacy protection
becomes a big research issue for data mining community for example [32]. We
want to stress on a fondamental point concerning Trace Based Reasoning: first
of all, it is a ”reflexive” reasoning process where a user wants to exploit his/her
proper traces for some task. Traces are his/her property and this has to be clear
for him/her in such a way that traces will be manageable only by him/her. It is
only by an explicit exportation operation that a user can allow somebody else
to exploit his/her private traces. It is not sufficient to recommend to develop
TBR environment respecting these rules, it is important to study different ways
to give the user an absolute control on his/her traces independently of the
TBR environment, by using encrypted data for example, satisfying international
standards about privacy protection.
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